
Promac High Production Mulcher
LDM 50

Light on weight, heavy on performance.

Our line of High Production Mulchers incorporates the same robust, reliable and efficient design as our 

top-selling forestry rated equipment. We’ve built in over 30 years of Promac expertise in excavator-

mounted brush cutter design and manufacturing, including our later innovation: our high speed Chip 

Production Rotor (CPR).  Combined with our optional hydraulically actuated rear door and our forward 

offset rotor design, the superior forward and rear exposure of the rotor to the foliage is very efficient for 

mulching standing trees, brush and even tall grass, leaving consistent chip-style mulch.  

STANDARD FEATURES

•  Efficient 55cc variable piston motor

• 50” cutting width

• Suitable for excavators as small as 5 ton, rubber-tired excavators and Gradall 

• Robust and lightweight direct drive motor assembly

• Equipped with the Promac “Chip Production Rotor” 

• Dual-face, chipper-style tooling with sharpening capabilities for longer life (convenient and cost effective)

• Innovative “drop out” rotor frame design for ease of maintenance

Excavator size: 8-18 ton
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Shown with optional features



Hydraulically activated rear door

ü Control debris dispersion

ü Mulch standing trees efficiently
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Customization to suit your machine

ü Pin type or quick change brackets

ü Pusher pads with optional bucket teeth that can be 

configured for thumb use

ü Custom colors to suit your carrier or brand

ü Severe Duty Kit available

SPECIFICATIONS LDM 30 LDM 40 LDM 50

Excavator size (tons) Min: 5 | Max: 10 Min: 8 | Max: 15 Min: 8 | Max: 15

Cut width 30” 40” 50”

Approx. weight 1200lb 1400lb 1600lb

Color Metallic grey/blue Metallic grey/blue Metallic grey/blue

Motor size (cc) 55v 55v 55v

Motor type Piston Piston Piston

Flow min (GPM) 15 18 18

Flow pressure (PSI) 4000 4000 4000

Tooling type Chipper knife Chipper knife Chipper knife

Tooling number 18 22 26

High performance mulchers for 5-15 ton excavators

Unparalleled drivetrain

ü Rotor isolation from the motor prevents shock 

loading and increases motor life

ü Integrated hydraulic manifold reduces hose routing

Chip Production Rotor (CPR)

ü Exposed rotor design increases access to cutting 

surface while maintaining a controlled debris path

ü Chip production rotor with spiral tooth patter and 

chipper style teeth for increased performance and 

consistent mulch size 

ü Finer mulch size for a cleaner finished product 

 versus standard fixed tooth rotors


